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"Shen Hedan is intervening. Let all our current shareholders go away slowly!"

Small shareholders gathered at Liang Chengren's home with a heavy sigh on their face.

Liang Chengren's face has always been very ugly. At this age, he was humiliated by
being slapped on his face with money. How can he swallow this tone!

"If you want me to say We shouldn't have signed the contract... "

"Shut up! It's behind the scenes that we didn't succeed! When you did it, didn't you all
support each other with your hands and feet? " Liang Chengren was angry and scolded.

"Well, it's no use saying anything else, or Sell it, ah, sooner or later it will be taken
back

"If I knew it, I would have sold it earlier Now one share is still a little bit of money,
but the share capital has more than doubled. Even if we continue to hold shares and get
dividends, the dividends will be more than 50% off. We'd better throw it away as soon
as possible, reclaim some capital and give the business to young people. "

When Liang Chengren heard this, he looked up at his son, who only knew how to
indulge in extravagance, and sighed heavily.

"By the way, have you heard from Yao Mei? It's been a long time. " Shen Hedan asked
his secretary after finishing his sister's urgent affairs.

The Secretary shook his head: "it's like the world evaporated. I guess It's supposed to
be an exodus. "

Shen He Dun's brow is tight. In the past, it's OK to fight openly, but it's impossible to
defend secretly.

[Yao Mei is still missing. Protect nianxi and get better soon. ]
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after receiving the SMS from Shen Hedan, kangmobei couldn't move his eyes for a
long time.

"Ah..." Conmber sighed softly.

"Miss Bai, the situation of the three people is good news. At present, as long as we
actively fight against infection, there will be no shock or organ failure." After more
than half a month's treatment, the doctor finally announced that the three people were
completely out of danger.

"That's great." Speaking of the celebration, thinking about the suffering they are
suffering, Bai nianxi didn't feel happy to hear the good news.

"The next treatment, first of all, I want to tell you that the general situation is
debridement and prevention of infection. In addition, in order to prevent the limb from
bending due to the complete healing of the skin, the skin should be treated accordingly.
In short, once the wound grows and dies, it must be torn open. After that, the skin graft
is used to repair the burn Scar, rehabilitation, during a long period of time, can endure
pain, can bear hardships, adhere to the amount of each day to complete, the fastest also
need to spend a year and a half, slow is two or three years The doctor introduced
slowly and carefully.

Bai nianxi listens to the shocking words. She unconsciously fills up the relevant scenes
in her mind. Because she is too frightened, she just thinks about it and gets goose
bumps.

"Thank you, doctor." Bai nianxi thanks in a hurry and comes to the ward of the three.

Severe pain, still accompanied by them, but also from the danger of life, their
consciousness continues to keep awake, sober, so that the pain is more intense,
sometimes unbearable because of severe pain, will lose some consciousness because of
pain.

Looking at the three people's low wailing from time to time, Bai nianxi said with a
strong smile, "as long as you treat and recover according to their arrangement, you can
recover in a year and a half."

The good news is that it didn't bring any effect. Hearing the news, the four family
members were subconsciously guilty, because Bai nianxi would bear the treatment and
all the expenses during this period. They were very sorry and didn't dare to say
anything more, because they couldn't afford the expensive expenses at all.

No one said a word. Bai nianxi also felt the anguish of the atmosphere. After saying



hello to the four elders in a low voice, Bai nianxi "consciously" left the ward on his
own.

Conmobei walked slowly to the public security building.

The police officer in charge of Lumi Island case heard that Kang Mobei came, even if
he was busy, he had to receive him.

"Officer Lu, I disagree with your decision to investigate the case together." Komorbei
said what he wanted.

Hearing this, officer Lu was impatient: "Oh, isn't it your usual practice to use public
opinion to suppress the response of our public offices? Ha ha, now that I'm in trouble,
I have an objection? "

"Can public opinion decide the truth?" Combo North hit back with a sharp point.

"You..." Lu police officer almost angered, "the current clues and witnesses all point to
the common points of the two cases. If you want to separate the cases for investigation,
OK, give me the evidence, I can report to you. If you don't have the evidence, you can
order me to do things. Sorry, you don't have the authority."

"Evidence, OK, you haven't made any progress in half a month. You asked me for
evidence. It's rubbish." Conmobei left behind an unpleasant irony and turned to leave.

Behind the Lu police officer was angry to drop the hat, Kang Mobei is also lazy to take
care of.

After getting into the car and confirming that his back is in a state of no pain due to
touch, conmberth thought about it and decided to go and see the three young men.

Just as Bai nianxi left the ward and just walked outside the hospital, he saw
kangmobei's car driving to the door of the hospital.

Bai nianxi, who was worried about kangmobei's injury, ran all the way to the car:
"Why are you here? I told you to take good care of yourself"It's boring to lie down,
and the police didn't make any progress, and they asked me for evidence, so I came to
ask these three young people if they had any clues." It's a light road in the north of
Como.

Hearing this, Bai nianxi hesitated: "they are not in a good state, and their mood is even
worse. Let's stop asking and think of other ways..."

"In a bad mood? That's great. I can make them feel better. " Conmobei chuckled and



went straight to the hospital.

Bai nianxi had no choice but to keep up.

Seeing that Bai nianxi left and came back with a man, the four family members were
in a panic for fear that they would come to talk about the terms.

After guessing the family's thoughts, Kang Mobei kept smiling: "Lin Ze? Can you talk?
"

"Well." Lin Ze gave a light voice in his hoarse voice.

"I want to tell you something. If you still don't trust us very much, you may change
your opinion after listening to it." Said conmber.

Seeing that Lin Ze and the other two young people were looking at themselves, Kang
Mobei continued:

"about 20 days ago, I went out for dinner and was stabbed for no reason. The injury is
still not good. Soon after I was hospitalized, a fake doctor injected highly toxic
cyanide into the infusion bottle. If I hadn't reacted quickly, I would have died now, and
later, Lumi island would have been injured It's such a coincidence that when I had a
third time of bad luck one after another, your crew had a blast accident. As for Letian,
it's only natural that he put the responsibility on me. These things happened together.
Letian tried to muddle through and get rid of the responsibility. What do you think? "

"You Have you offended anyone? " Linze asked subconsciously.

Kangmobei said with a smile: "yes, I've offended someone, but I've found out who that
person is. She ran away, and I'm still catching her everywhere."

“……” Linze was silent, thinking in secret.

"I won't let go of those who are cruel to me. However, when you are good, Letian
holds you because you can bring benefits. When you are injured and need the support
of the company most, Letian abandons you coldly. Can you swallow this tone?" Asked
conmber with a smile.

"Hiss..." Lin Ze wanted to clench his fist because he was angry, but he was pulled by
the wound. He looked up at kangmobei. Lin Ze said coldly, "I want to revenge them,
too."
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